Client
A country music duo who gradually ascended to fame after releasing its first single. Since the song’s release, the
act’s popularity and earnings increased exponentially.

Situation
The band’s presence and status in the music industry was on the rise, however should an unforeseen accident or
illness occur and leave one or both members of the group disabled, the impact would not only devastate the band
as a duo, but it would also cause shock to each member’s financial position.

Assessment
With the band members’ financial status correlating directly with both members ability to continue their act, the
duo expressed deep concerns about protecting their financial future. If they were unable to perform and create
music, the act would be cut off from its source of income.

Solution
In this case, it was imperative to design protection that fit each band members current limited budget, and would
evolve as the band evolved. Exceptional Risk Advisors worked with the band’s insurance advisor to design two highlimit income protection disability policies that could be increased annually as they began to gain momentum. At
inception, the policies provided a $10,000 per month benefit should either of the insureds become disabled. As
their careers evolved, Exceptional Risk Advisors adjusted the policy benefits upwards to keep pace with the clients’
growing success. Amendments were easily added to increase the benefits to $20,000 per month.

Result
The musical duo could put their worries aside and concentrate on doing what they love to do: creating music and
putting on an amazing show. The band has seen tremendous success, recently winning a Grammy award. At the
last renewal, the monthly benefit was increased to $100,000 per month per member.

DISCLAIMER: Exceptional Risk Advisors, LLC is a licensed insurance producer - CA Licensee Number 0F60601. All products are offered pursuant to the excess and surplus lines laws
of each individual state and must be placed through a properly licensed excess or surplus lines broker. These products are not available to the general public, and this document is
intended for advisor use only. Nothing in this communication constitutes an offer, inducement or contract of insurance. Financial strength and size ratings can change and should be
reevaluated before coverage is bound and periodically thereafter. Not all products are available in all U.S. jurisdictions.

